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*Slide* is the result of a decisive shift of geometric shapes into the top, which is achieved by adopting waterjet cutting techniques. Thanks to water jet machineries the designer is able to implement any kind of design, even with ambitious point and cuts due to the precision of the cutting technique and the high resistance of quartz without any risk of fractures. This table is created with quartz material from Kstone Collection which reinterprets the natural marble aesthetics.

STONE ITALIANA – was born in Verona in 1979 and it was the first company in the world to produce and offer the market slabs of recomposed marble and quartz. As the time went on, production witnessed a transformation in the way of considering and using the stone, which implies an almost semantic revolution of the material itself. It is for this very reason that research, for the company, represents a way of proposing itself, interacting with ideas, projects and collaborations. Stone Italiana believes that there is no research without experimentation, which consents to investigating the entire production scope from the aesthetic range right to the increase of the product’s performances. It committed to extending mechanical resistance, containing the thickness and weight of the slabs, experimenting with colour nuances, innovative textures and research into mixes and particle sizes, which are customised to meet the client’s requirements: all of this in compliance with its aim to seek a unique quality which has always distinguished the company.
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